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Kitchen Stools and Bar Stools are replacing the old style wooden furniture because of it so many
advantages over bulky wooden furniture. This article will let you know the reasons of replacement of
old furniture with trendy bar Stools.

As it is available in so many designs, colors so its selection is quite easy and you can choose it
quite according to the dÃ©cor of your residential or commercial purpose. For keeping bar stools in
office or any commercial places then choose decent and formal looking while if you want to keep it
in your home or in kidâ€™s room then funky and bright colors of bar stools can be chosen.

While purchasing it for your kitchen, bar or any other place doesnâ€™t forget to consider the overall look
of that place. If you are purchasing it to keep in your bar or shop, then it must be according to the
height of counter of the shop. The height of stool should be lower than that of counter as it gives the
illusion of more space. It can be adjusted according to the height of different people. Because of its
height adjustable feature it can be used by all whether it is you or your little kids. They can just
adjust its height and sit on it. Adjusting height is very easy in it even kids can easily do so. The sizes
available in kitchen stools are 24 inches, 26 inches, 30 inches and 34 inches. If you small shop and
all these sizes are large for your counter then 18 inches size if also available. Generally 24 inches is
used as it is a standard size.

Types available in it are swivel, with arm rests or without arm rests, Backless Swivel kitchen stools
are also available in market. If you can afford costly stools also then you should purchase it only.
Different materials are used to manufacture Bar Stools such as aluminum, stainless steel, chrome,
wrought iron, wood etc. Among all of them aluminum is considered strongest.

For those people who wants to give traditional look to their room then they should choose the stools
made up of oak or pine material. It is also available in handcrafted designs that can give luxurious
and on the same time traditional look to your room. If you keep in kitchen then the chances of
getting it dirty, increases so to keep it clean it very necessary. Its cleaning is very easy and can be
done by any one.
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